
Dante Study: Week 30
Paradiso, Cantos XIX-XXI

Canto XIX:
Questions:

● What relationship does Dante determine between earthly justice and divine justice? How
do we see him work out his sense of justice grammatically through his employment of
singular and plural pronouns in lines 7-12?

● How does Dante conceive of the limits of human vision/human understanding of the
divine will (19.49-63)?

● How does Dante employ his understanding of the limits of human understanding to the
question of salvation of the pagans (19.70-81)?

● What makes something just (19.88-90)? Do you agree with Dante?

● Can anyone be saved apart from Christ (19.103-111)? Why might there be so many (at
least nominally) Christian people in Dante’s hell?



Canto XX:
Questions:

● Who are the two unexpectedly saved souls in the eyebrow of the eagle? Based on the
logic of Dante’s poem so far, where in his afterlife would we expect these characters to
be? How does Dante register his surprise at their presence?

● Regarding Trajan (20.106-117), Dante draws on a popular folktale in which St. Gregory
the Great prays for the soul of the deceased pagan emperor Trajan. God raises Trajan
from Limbo in hell so that Trajan can be baptized. Once baptized, Trajan dies again and
ascends to heaven. How does Dante depict Trajan’s love and hope for Trajan playing a
role in Trajan’s salvation? Did Gregory’s will change God’s will for Trajan? How might
we see Gregory and Trajan as ciphers for Dante and Virgil?

● Dante likens the magnificent eagle to a humble songbird–the lark (LINES). What does
this imagery help us to understand about the relationship between contemplative vision,
humility, and praise?

● Who is Ripheus and how is he saved (20.67-78; 118-129)? What is Ripheus’ relationship
to Virgil? How did Ripheus come to be saved? Does Ripheus’ presence in heaven offer
any hope for Virgil’s salvation?



● Why should mortals restrain themselves from exercising judgment on the eternal state of
individuals (20.133-135)?

Canto XXI:
Questions:

● Why does Beatrice without her smile from Dante upon entering the heaven of Saturn?
How is it related to the silence of this heaven? Why might Dante choose to depict the
heaven of the contemplatives this way?

● Why do the contemplative souls manifest themselves on a ladder? Why do you think
Dante describes the movement of the souls up the ladder as a “natural” instinct, like birds
(rooks) rising in the morning? How is contemplation part of the natural purpose of the
human creature?

● Who is Peter Damian and why is he the one who comes to speak to Dante? How does
Dante’s first discussion with Peter indicate an unholy curiosity? And how does curiosity
contrast with true contemplative knowledge?



● What does it mean for Dante to call Peter Damian “love” (82)? What does this tell us
about the nature of contemplation?

● What is the relationship, as shown in the character of Peter Damian, between the
contemplative and the active lives (21.124ff)?


